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   The weather for February was very spring like. 
Both shoots had sunny skies and warm weather.
   We had 17 and then 14 shooters for the two 
weekends. Attendance is still down but improving. I 
was offering up some potential reasons 

when a wise man said something brilliant. Captain West said, ‘we’re 
getting old’!
   Nothing new to offer up on the lease and or contact with the 
ownership. Jasper has spoken with Tyler the current on site manager 
a few times. He is trying to reach out for us to the owner. But the 
owner has been sick or on vacation.
 
   A quick discussion with those at the shoot about filling spots on the 
Board and elections. It was decided to hold formal elections in May. 
May is the end of our year and membership dues will start being 
collected. We need a Secretary and leader for ROOP.  We have 
Georgia Blue for HPD. Jasper for Long Range, Flannigan for Wild 
Bunch, Brazos for Treasurer, Ike for President. 
 
That’s all for now.
El Jeffe Supremo



We had a great match on Sunday, February the 6th.  The weather 
was cool, sunny and quite pleasant for a mid-winter day.  17 great 
shooters participated and Fanner Fifty won!  He was also the only 
clean shooter.  Maybe there's something to the "smooth is fast" 
theory.  JJ and Captain West came in second and third respectively.  
A big shout out to those who pitched in to help with set-up and take-
down.  We set-up three stages in about 15 minutes and take down 
was even quicker.  Hooah!  We look forward to seeing everyone 
again on the 6th of March. 
 
Georgia Blue



Howdy all,
Last week we were told by a shooter who 

traveled to another match that SASS had changed 
SASS default to where you can hover over your 
guns, ammo and what not as long as you don’t 
physically touch them. This didn’t sound right to 
me. In the past all the rule changes came at or 
after EOT and I wasn’t able to find any info on this 
until I read Tully’s last email. Well you guessed it 
the change affects wild bunch and not our cowboy 
shooting match. To be sure I contacted Pale Wolf 
and he confirmed what I had thought. This has 
nothing to do with cowboy shooting, so we will be 
continuing with SASS default as hands hanging 
loosely at your side. 

We had a pretty good practice on Saturday. Lots of different rifles 
including three front stuffers the set up and break down were all we 
could ask for thanks to a wonderful group of shooters!!! Sunday 
brought a BIG set up day with Jackpot Jerry’s tribute to EOT and 
Winter Range. We only had 14 shooters but most stepped up to help. 
We had a number of clean shooters so the stages were written just 
right!! Thanks to Jackpot Jerry for a great day!!
         In March we will have a 22BPCRA match on the second 
Saturday, March 12th and Jackpot Jerry has written the stages for 
both HPD, March 6th and ROOPS March 13th cowboy matches and 
they are both Big Bore optional.  
         We have a number of shooters heading to AZ to participate at 
this year EOT. Some of us will be heading down to the Ben Avery to 
shoot a Creedmoor match at the end of March. Good luck to a the 
competitors in their up coming matches!!
                                   Hope to see you on the range,
                                               Jasper



Flanigan Flats has put together our first Wild Bunch match of the 
year. It will be Saturday, March 5th.  Start time will be 9:00 am.


